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1. The duality theorem of L. Pontrjagin) concerning the compact
commutative group was, by T. Tannaka2), ingeneously extended to
arbitrary compact group. To this extension, S. Bochner) and M.
Krein) respectively gave new proofs recently. They three all start
with the proof of the positivity or the continuity of certain homo-
morphisms. The proof given below is a direct one and will be shorter
than theirs. It may be considered as a simplification of Tannaka’s
original proof. Our method lies in the use of Gelfand-Silov’s abstrac-
tion5 of Weierstrass’ polynomial approximation theorem.

2. Let @ be a compact (=bicompact) Hausdorff group and let
1I be a complete set of mutually inequivalen% continuous, unitary,

irreducible representations U(s)=(,(s)) of (. The completeness
(Peter-Weyl-Neumann’s theory of almost periodic functions)implies-
1) for any pair of distinct points s, t e(, there exists an U(s) 11 such
that U(s): U(t), 2)if U(s), U(s)ell then the product (comp/ez con-
jugte) reresetio Ul(s) U,(s)(l(s)) is, as a unitary representation

of (, completely reducible to a sum of a finite number of representa-
tions e ll. Let 9 be the totality of Four/e

() ,)(s),
viz. finite linear combinations of u(s), where (u’(s)) e 1 and

denote complex numbers. By 2) 9 is a ring with unit e (e(s)= 1 on

and complex multipliers. Here the sum and the multiplication in
is the ordinary unction sum and function multiplication. Let ; be
the totality of the linear homomorphisms T of 9 onto the field of
complex numbers such that

(I) { T.=I,T =- (bar indicates complex conjugates" (8)=).
2 is not void since each s e @ induces such a homomorphism T,:
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